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Comrades! 

Let me introduce our program for elections to European parlament 2014. We are the party which realizes that 

For social resistance in Europe! 

Vote is not enouhg, organize yourself! 

No to economical colonialism 

Comrades! 

Let me introduce our program for elections to European parlament 2014. We are the party which realizes that 

European Union is political instrument for banks and monopolies to push their interests through continent. 

We also realize that imperialism unites nations not for their good, but for more efective exploitation. As 

a result we see banks multiplying their profits until living standard falls rapidly. Only thing that rises instead 

of managers salaries is unemployement and indeptedness of states and families. 

In current economical system, we are only slaves for capitalists. We are for liberation of workers from slave-

ry of capitalism. 

To fulfil our particular goals on the soil of European parlament, we chose this five points: 

For cooperation of working class of all Europe! 

For real cooperation of nations! For socialism! 

No to U.S Bases and jails in Europe 

Cancel the EU as instument of banks and 

monopolies 



Capitalist world know, and always knew countries of rich and poor capitalism. We see coun-

tries with many natural resources, inhabited by poor people because all profit goes to „owner― 

account. Whole „colonized― nations are now only cheap producers of great profits for few ca-

pitalists. In this system they never saw, and they will never see righteous part of the value 

they create. 

 

There is no difference between Slovakia and Eastern Europe countries in this case. Until so-

meone may think that our „comeback to Europe― will make us all rich, we already see that is 

more probable that people from „West― will fall to our living standards. European Union do 

not unite nations because of cooperation and understanding, it unites nations for more efecti-

ve control, looting and exploiting. In EP we will do everything we can to stop exploitation of 

the workers, for equal payment for equal job.  

NO TO ECONOMICAL COLONIALISM 



We live in the age of global capitalism, imperialism. Capital can travel through whole world 

in few seconds. Corporations dictates thein conditions to governments. National states are be-

coming vassals of monopolies. We lost all efective instruments to regulace capital, and gover-

nments, organizations and individuals are targets of various attacks from capitalists. 

 Internationalism is a workers instrument which only can overthrow imperialism. Without 

coordination we can´t achieve anything. We may can win some battles, but without coordi-

nation, we can´t win war. Oligarchs understand it, when we will?  Workers have huge power, 

and it´s up to us to organize them in struggle against systém. International solidarity is our 

main weapon. 



Yes, we can is relatively well known slogan from presidential campaign of one of the most famous legally 

elected terrorists of the world – president Barrack Obama. The slogan is really well-taken. Yes, we the Ame-

ricans can... and we can do everything we want. Not just our country is land of endless opportunities but also 

the world is a one great opportunity to us. Way to cumulate the capital mostly from foreign countries. Yes we 

can decide which goverment is democratic or totalitarian, yes we can have „clues― about (non-existing) wea-

pons of  mass destruction, we can train the „messengers― of democracy and intervene every time when the 

interests of USA and international capitalsm – who controls them - are in danger. The interests of USA must 

become the interest of people everywhere in world. And why? 

 

  Durring his inaugration speech from january 2013 Barrack Obamma said these words, quote: „America 

will remain the anchor of strong alliances in every corner of the globe.  And we will renew those institutions 

that extend our capacity to manage crisis abroad, for no one has a greater stake in a peaceful world than its 

most powerful nation.  We will support democracy from Asia to Africa, from the Americas to the Middle East, 

because our interests and our conscience compel us to act on behalf of those who long for freedom.“ How 

much irony in those words. In the name of freedom and democracy the United States have 757 military bases 

in the world (in year 2005) and this number is still rising. On 28 february 2014 they opened they opened new 

military base in Romania which according to them will have crucial role in moving the soldiers from Afga-

nistan. Of course. It's probably just a coincidence that Romania have common border with Ukraine and Ukra-

jine has common border with Russia, right?  The rest of Europe is not in better position too. The presence of 

democratic militants starts in Norway, trough France, Italy to Turkey. Headquoters of armed forces of US in 

Europe (USEUCOM) is also creating and improving the concept of deployment on the territory of  NATO 

allies and the more adaptable infrastructure is being created for possibilities of rotating forces and better fle-

xibility for further expansion. 

   

 Vzdor – labour party think that the presence of military bases and jails of USA not just on the territory 

of Europe is unacceptable. Country which has decades of „war tours― across the world and milions of victims 

is the only and real threat to democracy and peace of all the nations. Interests of USA are mostly the interests 

of arms companies which in order to survive have support wars, poverty, hunger and economical slavery. 

Right now when the world is thrown into the chaos of conflicts  and poverty are the stocks of companies like 

General Dynamics or EADS and others stable and lucrative. Therefore it's up to us to fight against the unjisti-

ce with our rightful anger. It's up to us to fight against the dictatorship of capitals at all levels – in the streets 

and in the parliaments! For this struggle we have to recruit all the workers, oppressed and exploited people of 

Europe! We cannot have something we won't fight for! 



Europan union is the result of international integration of capitalistic economies, which began 

to develop after the 2nd world war. It was the beggining of conecting and linking of national 

economies and creating of international economic units. Initiators of these processes were and 

are particular capitalistic countries and their leaders. 

 This integration is in fact strongly connected to capitalistic system and it cannot cross 

the boarders of capitalism on its own. In fact it works as a tool to maintain the capitalism and 

the rule of capitalists.  

 Integration inside of EU is economical and political – economical enslavement of coun-

tries by international capitalsim leads to loss of their political suverenity and cultural speciali-

ty. The results of this integration are contradictionary – growth of wealth, economical and po-

litical power in hands of few capitalists and decline of standards of living of masses in coun-

tries subordinated to EU.  

 Experience shows that in EU is almost impossible to uphold the innovative elements in 

the sphere of economy, culture or politics. It's because the EU is not ruled by the working 

class movement but by the corporations and oligarchy. It's not a tool of mutual cooperation of 

nations. EU is the tool of capitalistic class to enslave nations. This leads to global exploitati-

on. Nationalism, racism, facism grows instead of friendly relations between the nations. Inha-

bitants of more poorer countries are angry at rich people because of their higher wages, less 

work or bigger dotations. On the other side the inhabitants of richer countries are angry at 

desperate workers, who have to leave their less fortunate countries, because they are "stealing 

their jobs".  

 This escalating of tension between the employed and unemployed capitalists use to achi-

eve their own class goals which are in contrast with the needs of working people.  

 Europan union is fron the beginning and in the main project of capitalists to achieve 

their goals at international level against the goals of whole nations. Organization like this 

working people cannot improve. It's impossible to do so because it's the tool of capitalists 

against the working class. They have to destroy it and from its ruins they have to create inter-

national league of nations with mission to satisfy the needs of working class. Only in this lea-

gue, where the production and the natural resources will be in shared ownership of every nati-

on, will be the equality of nations and relations of mutual support granted  instead of exploi-

tation which is very common in the EU.  



Main goal of Resistance-LP is to overthrow capitalism and replace it by socialist system, 

in which nations work for themselfs and help each other, because it´s also in their interest. 

Socialism is economy of mutual cooperation, not economy of agresive competition and 

deceptions. Basic condition is assumption of production resources from capitalists hands 

and give it to hands of working class. We also want to guarantee right to work for people, 

righteous rewards, right to education, cultural development, serious pensions etc... 

 

We don´t want to declare rights only on paper like current system and politicians do. We 

want this rights to become real! We want socialism!  
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